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 As per the example above we need to read from the sixth record onwards, since the first record is a header. Perform step 3 for
all records in the file. Do not include a line break after the closing tag. Note: Make sure that you start reading from the seventh
record onwards (or second record onwards, as the first record is a header). Step 3: Reading a single record Save all records in
one CSV file or R Data Frame. A CSV file is the best option for storing data because it is a widely used file format. Open the
CSV file in R and read it as a data frame using the read.csv() function. read.csv(file.path(input.file), header = FALSE) Step 4:

General cleaning Note: If you want to identify all the rows in a file that contain an NA, do the following. open the CSV file
using read.csv(). . Use the is.na() function to identify all the rows with NA values. function to identify all the rows with NA
values. Use the apply function to loop through all the rows. Within the loop, check the row for NA values using the is.na()

function. function to loop through all the rows. Within the loop, check the row for NA values using the function. Convert all the
values that are NA to a string using the na.string() function. The function will convert any other value to a string. function. The
function will convert any other value to a string. Delete all the NA rows by using the na.omit() function. Write the output to a
new CSV file using the write.csv() function. Step 5: Identifying Exceptions Use the exception_handling() function to identify

any exceptions in your data. This function will identify rows with missing values and rows that contain NAs. The
exception_handling() function is a wrapper function that does the following: Reads the file using the read.csv() function.
function. Calls the unique() function to identify all the unique values within the data set. This function identifies columns

containing all NAs. function to identify all the unique values within the data set. This function identifies columns containing all
NAs. Identifies the row indices that are all NA values. function that are all NA values. Delete the all 520fdb1ae7
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